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EzyDog Doggy Flotation Device (DFD)

Ergonomic grab handle makes it easy to handle your dog

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.High-performance doggy flotation vestAdjustable neoprene straps

form an ergonomic, secure fitReflective detailing provides better nighttime safetyDurable construction keeps up with your dogErgonomic grab handle makes it easy

to handle your dogCenter weighted grab handleReflective trim to enhance visibilityThe neoprene handle is perfect for slipping over the wrist or holding in the hand

and distributes load for decreased "pinching"Two Neoprene belly straps for a customized fitProduct DescriptionSize: l | Color: RedAmazon.comEzyDog Doggy

Floatation Device (DFD)Combining advanced manufacturing techniques and the highest performance materials available; EzyDog has set the benchmark for K9

products with the Doggy Floatation Device (DFD). The DFD's have been designed and extensively tested to give your dog the most ergonomic and comfortable fit

possible.EzyDog Doggy Flotation Device (DFD) sizing chart.Maximum FloatationThe EzyDog DFD uses up to 50% more flotation material than many others on the

market. After all, shouldn't a float vest float? Our unique ultra-bouyancy foam is strategically positioned within the vest to keep your dog in a natural swimming

position at all times. The Doggy Flotation Device does not hinder your dogs' natural movement and can be quickly and easily fastened and removed.Safety and

ComfortNeoprene Belly Straps create a comfortable and custom fit so you can let them swim with confidence. A center weighted grab handle makes it easy to carry

them over any fallen obstacle or scoop them away from danger. Reflective trim keeps makes them visible in all levels of light.A Fit for All BreedsFor best fit

measure the girth of the dog. This is the area around the dog at the widest. Measure the general back length of the dog. Girth will take priority when selecting a size.

For Dogs under 15 pounds, check out the EzyDog Micro DFD.
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